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SUMMARY

Business Solution: SIP & Unified Communications

Technology: Cisco

CASE STUDY: COMMUNICATIONS



BACKGROUND

A member of the British Association of Rehabilitation Companies, this fast growing

organisation specialises in the delivery of injury management services that benefit

thousands of patients every year.

One of its key corporate priorities is to maintain the highest communications standards at

all times. This necessitated an overhaul of its telephony system, a new core networking

infrastructure and migration from ISDN to SIP connectivity.

BUSINESS CHALLENGE

The firm constantly deals with sensitive patient

information, and provides a vital interface between

medical professionals, insurance companies and the

patients themselves. This requirement was placing

enormous pressure on business processes to ensure

real-time access to information, and it’s ability to cope

with increasing call volumes.

By the time the firm had grown to 90 employees over its

two main sites near London and in the north west of

England, the inability of its distributed TDM-based legacy

Alcatel PBXs to provide comprehensive contact centre

functionality was already causing big management

challenges. This, coupled with an inflexible and

expensive ISDN connectivity service threatened to

constrain the growth ambitions of the business.

Specifically, the firm wanted to measure and optimise its

call drop and call abandon rates, and have an efficient

system that they could performance-manage with metrics

designed to optimise the customer experience.

THE SOLUTION

Comtec conducted a thorough assessment of the firm’s

IT and communications infrastructure to specify and

implement the following:
 

v Migrate from ISDN lines to new SIP connections

v SIP line rental costs are 50-60% lower than ISDN,

while call costs are around 30% lower

v SIP also provides far greater on-demand scalability -

ideal for the fast-growing capacity requirements of

this organisation

v SIP provides an additional level of disaster recovery

(DR) as numbers can be re-routed on demand

v Migrate from the old Alcatel phone system to a new

Cisco IP PBX platform, Unified Communications

Manager Express (UCME)

v The new platform supports all the familiar call

features of the old system with a far richer set of

additional conferencing, messaging and UC

capabilities

v These boost internal and external collaboration and

support integration with databases to optimise the

customer experience

v Upgrade to 1Gbps core Local Area Network (LAN)

based on Cisco infrastructure
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v Comtec’s enhanced LAN design used a more

reliable, high capacity switching platform to eliminate

bottlenecks and assure the exponential growth of

data traffic over the medium term.

During the course of the project, Comtec identified

serious failures in the managed MPLS service provided

by a third party. In response to this, Comtec implemented

a highly resilient, scalable and cost-effective Layer 3 VPN

to provide wide-area connectivity across all its UK sites

and remote workers.

THE RESULTS

Comtec was asked to intervene so that a number of risks

to the business could be averted. However, it soon

became apparent that the refreshed approach to its

entire ICT infrastructure would create a more lasting

difference, adding value across the business. These

included:
 

v Enabling home and mobile working for the first time.

This significantly increases team productivity and

enables the firm to retain top talent that would

otherwise leave the company in search of a better

work-life balance.

v Optimising agent handling processes. Being able to

measure the performance of contact centre agents

highlights improvement opportunities and additional

training requirements to underpin the firm’s great

reputation for service. Previously the firm was

building business processes around its technology. 

Now it’s free to define business processes with 

confidence.

v Improving customer service levels. The firm now

applies a defined level of service to every call, rather

than relying on best efforts. More intelligent call

queuing and knowledge-based routing ensures that

callers always get the response they need in a timely

manner. Built-in reporting and auditing tools help

managers plan staffing rotas and improve job

satisfaction.

v Facilitating the firm’s adoption of more cloud services.

With on-demand scalability built in to everything from

seat-licenses to SIP connectivity and LAN

infrastructure, the firm’s adoption of new cloud

services such as Microsoft Azure is assured.

FUTURE

At almost 150 employees strong, the business continues

to grow on the back of its positive reputation for service.

This is due in no small part to its investment in

technology.

As well as providing ongoing service for its connectivity

requirements, Comtec remains a trusted advisor for the

firm’s strategic communications, infrastructure and

information security needs.


